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Computer Information Systems and the High Technology Offender:
The Need for an Interdisciplinary Approach in Higher Education Curricula
by Larry J. Myers and Paulette T. Beatty
TexasA&M University, College Station
In an attempt to address the growing concern for computer information security,
universities, research institutes, electronic manufacturers, and government
aqencies have applied analytical methods to the development of electronic controls to protect computer information systems from unauthorized access (Parker
1989). With the application of analytical
methods to information security, it was
believed that electronic controls could be
impermeable. Thus, the incidence of high
technology crime would be reduced to
nonexistent levels. However, as newelectronic controls are developed to protect
computer information systems, new methods for violating, neutralizing, bypassing,
or avoiding controls and security practices
are developed by individuals seeking to
gain unauthorized access to electronic
information. The realization that technical solutions alone are not sufficient to
protect computer information systems,
experts now agree that the security of
electronic information is "primarily a problem with the behavior and activities of
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people and that a real enemy exists with
malicious intent" (Parker 1989:33).

The Increasing Problem of High Technology Crime

The purpose of this essay is to present
issues that pertain to the development
of high technology crime related courses
in higher education curricula. The essay
begins with a brief discussion of the everincreasing problem of technological
crime in our society. This is followed by
the identification of the knowledge elements that are needed to investigate high
technology crime as determined by the
academic leaders of the largest criminal
justice and criminology programs in the
United States (Myers 2000). Because
the study of high technology crime encompasses knowledge and skills across
distinct academic disciplines, a recommendation is offered that calls for an interdisciplinary approach for preparing
higher education students in the areas
of information technology and criminal
justice.

The rapid advancement of computer technology facilitates innovative individuals to
commit crimes with a much higher level
of sophistication. In many instances, the
level of sophistication of high technology'
crime has far surpassed the ability of personnel in corporate organizations and the
criminal justice system to adequately
detect and investigate the high technologyoffense, and prosecute the high technologyoffender. Because the criminal justice system has not adequately maintained a comprehensive understanding of
computer technology, Carter and Katz
(1996) reported that the law enforcement
community is currently facing a steep
leaming curve. Tafoya (1986) predicted that
by the year 2000, the complexity of high
technology crime would prohibit the intervention of the law enforcement commuSee Computer,
page 4
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In late 1999, Professor Marc Gertz and I conducted a survey of members of the ACJS, by drawing a random
sample of the membership list and calling for interviews that lasted about 45 minutes. A total of 166 ACJS members were interviewed on topics ranging from professional activity to perspectives on the field.
This year, I have been working with a team of John Jay doctoral students (many thanks to John Jay Provost Basil
Wilson for assigning those students to the task) to collect additional data about the sample, including current
curriculum vitae for each person in the sample. I am analyzing those data for my Presidential Address this April.
For now, I want to provide some advance tidbits about the ACJS membership, with commentary.
Please know that our data were drawn from 1996 membership lists (the most recently available at the time) and
so they are likely to be a bit out of date. Even so, I think you will find some of the data useful in thinking, as I have,
about the future of the ACJS.
The ACJS Membership
We are currently just over 2,000 individual, non-student members (with 2,700 members overall). The organization
is vastly comprised of academicians in the second half of their careers: 93% list themselves as college professors, 84% of those are at public colleges and universities. The median survey respondent had 15 years in the
college teaching profession and was 50 years of age. Full professors outnumbered assistant professors by more
than 2 to 1 (42% versus 19%). We are also an organization dominated by White males: 74% are men, 83% are
White, 5% African-American, 2% Latino, and 3% Asian. The most common advanced education is in the field of
Sociology (34%) with Criminal Justice (25%) and Criminology (11%) the next most common areas.
We report ourselves to be a productive lot. At the time of the interview, fully half were teaching two or more
undergraduate classes, and 40% were teaching at least one graduate class. This heavy teaching load did not
prevent us from pursuing scholarship. In the last year, half of us said we wrote a grant proposal, almost two-thirds
said we published a peer-reviewed article, one-third indicated a published book chapter. Even allowing for a bit of
a halo effect, these are impressive numbers. But this level of activity did not satisfy us, as fully two-thirds said we
supplemented our academic income with money from other sources: 47% performed professional consultation
for compensation, and 36% of us "always" taught summer courses (57% "always" or "often"):
What does this overview tell us? In my Presidential Address, I will develop a few themes and explore additional
data from the sample. Here, I wish to make three points I believe the data help to make about the ACJS.
1. What our members look like and what we ought to look like.
It is nice to know that we are hard working-or at least that we reliably report we are working very hard (I always
suspected both were true). But it is a bit troubling to learn that we are not very young-this, in a profession that has
grown dramatically in recent years and thereby should be fairly young as a result. It is also troubling that we are
such a white, male organization. The quick summary of the membership's characteristics makes me wonder
about two questions: "How can we attract the newest and youngest scholars in our profession?" and "How do we
get minority group members interested in entering the profession?"
2. What our meetings give us.
The survey asks a series of questions about our annual meetings. Here the news is also reason for concern. Half
(49%) of our members attended our meeting the year they were interviewed (61% attended the meetings of the
American Society of Criminology). Less than one fifth of the members (18%) list our annual meeting as "the most

important" professional meeting they attend each year (an additional 28% list it as the second most important
meeting). When asked to evaluate the meetings, just over half (57%) say they find the meeting "very useful" in their
professional work, one-sixth (16%) say it is "not useful." Regarding the value of various aspects of the program,
the practical outWeighs the scholarly: the book exchange and networking are both seen as more useful than the
papers themselves (62%, 51 % and 28% respectively, are described as "useful").
This is not dreadful news, but it shows we have plenty of room to improve the program. Some of these statistics
confirm my own experience: people come, not to advance their scholarship, but to see their peers and stay
abreast of the field. Attendance at sessions is declining. The size of our meeting has grown to the point that we are
forced to meet in top-tier venues, and this has driven up the costs of attendance. One result has been that people
have to balance the costs of coming with the benefits of the experience-and the troubling rate of last minute noshows tells us how this cost-benefit works out for some.
We need to find ways to keep the costs of our meeting down. But even more than that, we need to experiment with
ways to make our meeting a more relevant professional experience for those who attend. I have no grand plan for
improving the relevance of our annual meeting, but so long as we produce a meeting that generates ambivalent
evaluations of its usefulness, we will struggle to be the leadership organization in the profession we represent.
In coming years, imaginative program chairs need to work with visionary Boards to rethink the structure and
content of our annual meeting. Perhaps we should be more than a mini-version of the other academic societies.
Perhaps we should investigate, with our members, what the field really needs in its annual meeting, and start to
provide that experience-certainly this will involve the presentation of scholarly papers, but I also suspect there will
be a much more richer variety of experiences in the meeting, if we take seriously our profession's needs for
academic development.
3. Who we ought to be working with more closely.
The ACJS budget is tight, and my previous letters have called attention to the fact that we need a better funding
base in order to accomplish our organizational aims. Here, I want to suggest that through collaboration with other
organizations, we could increase the quality of our services without having to dedicate a new dues increase to
those ends. With whom should we collaborate?
Last month, I visited with the executive board of the Criminal Justice Association, a Washington, DC, group that
represents state-level, executive-branch, criminal justice professionals (mostly governors' planners and policy
advisors). We talked about a variety of forms of collaboration that would take advantage of their established
presence in the DC area and their close relationship to state governments. I will be appointing an ad hoc committee to work with the CJA to see if we ought to collaborate in certain areas, and if so, how.
We might also profit from a collaboration with the American Society of Criminology, with whom we already share
a considerable overlap (74% of ACJS members in the survey reported that they were also members of the ASC).
Even though the two organizations differ in important respects, in two areas, we have a very consistent set of
interests: support for the improvement of the annual program and the establishment of a presence among policy
makers in Washington, DC. A large majority (72%) of our members say they think the two organizations should
collaborate, two thirds (68%) say we should share a presence in the policy arena, and about half (48%) say we
should share professional program support. Our presence in the nation's capital means we could host the staff
who would help in these two areas, and the ASC could contribute to the annual costs of the services.
In closing, I want to emphasize that the ACJS is in a stronger position than ever before to realize its promise as the
leading professional membership organization in academic criminal justice. The challenge we face is to seize the
promise of a growing organization in a growing field. In my Presidential Address, I will have more to say on this
topic.
Todd Clear
President

Computer Infonnation Systems ...
continued
nity beyond the filing of a simple preliminary report. Unless proactive planning is
implemented, the law enforcement community could fall so far behind the learning curve that any of their attempts to
control high technology crime could be
forever lost (Coutorie 1995).
The theft of organizational information is
the fastest growing computer-related
crime in the United States (Carter and
Katz 1996). It is possible for individuals,
both internal and external to the organization, to use an organization's computer
system to abscond with proprietary information. Intellectual property, such as
new product descriptions and plans,
marketing strategies, and prospective
customer lists are examples of the prime
targets of high technology thieves. According to Armstrong (2000), the Federal
Bureau of Investigation reported that the
number of computer-related
security
breaches has increased by nearly 250%
in the past two years and the monetary
loss associated with high technology
crime and the theft of intellectual property was approximately two hundred fifty
billion dollars ($250,000,000,000) in 1997.
A 1999 survey of 273 organizations by
the Computer Security Institute, revealed
that 70% of the organizations had experienced a serious computer security
breach in the previous twelve months.
Monetary losses to these organizations
exceeded $256 million (Armstrong 2000).
Although many studies attempt to quantify the monetary loss of high technology
related crime, it is a difficult task to determine the actual extent, or the potential threat, high technology crime poses
to society. This dilemma is attributed, for
example, to the lack of a universally accepted definition of computer crime, insufficient crime statistics on computer
crime, as well as the inadequacy of assessing the monetary damages resulting from incidents of computer crime
(Parker 1983; Gemignani 1987; McEwen
1989; Buckland 1992).
The lack of an agreed upon definition of
computer crime, the inadequacy of assessing the monetary damages resulting from an incident of computer crime,

the inability to detect a majority of computer crimes, as well as the lack of reporting of computer crimes creates an
atmosphere of uncertainty in regard to
the actual extent of the high technology
crime problem. It may take many years
before a consensus is reached on how
to remedy the problems associated with
identifying, assessing, and reporting
computer crimes. However, one issue
that many agree with now is that the high
technology crime problem will only continue to amplify in complexity and quantity in the years to come (Reimer 1986;
McEwen 1989; "Computer Crime Surge,"
1995).
The ever-increasing problem of high technology crime places a burden on corporate organizations and the criminal justice system to identify personnel with an
appropriate level of computer technology
education and training. The absence of
the most basic, fundamental computer
investigation skills could create an impediment to a law enforcement investigation. Without an appropriate level of
education and training, physical evidence
that is critical to the high technology
crime investigation could be overlooked
or fortuitously destroyed by the unskilled
investigator. The criminal justice system
simply does not have a sufficient number of personnel with an appropriate combination of investigative training and technical expertise in computer technology
to combat the growing problem of high
technology crime (United Nations Commission on Crime and Criminal Justice
1995).
Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes of
High Technology Crime Investigation
Because high technology crime cannot
be controlled through technical solutions
alone, the criminal justice system, as
well as corporate organizations, need to
focus more on the malicious behavior of
individuals who are attempting to gain
unauthorized access to sensitive information. To detect, investigate, and prosecute incidences of high technology
crime, those involved in the process must
have an array of knowledge, skills, and
attitudes to be effective. Individuals such
as computer technologists, analysts,
and programmers typically have little, if
any, knowledge of the criminal justice

system, the investigative process, or
criminal procedure. Likewise, criminal justice personnel typically have little, if any,
technical knowledge of computer systems, information security, accounting,
auditing, or telecommunications.
One way to overcome the lack of knowledge problem that exists between technical and non-technical personnel, is to
implement a team approach when investigating high technology crime. A team
approach consists of having a group of
individuals with varying levels of expertise
in the required subject matter areas to
assist with the investigation. Although a
team approach to high technology crime
investigation works in theory, it may not
always be feasible to assemble a team
of experts for each high technology crime
incident. Regardless of whether a team
approach is utilized or not, it is critical for
those involved in the investigative process
to have a baseline level of knowledge in
the required subject matter areas. To investigate high technology crime, therefore, those involved in the process should
have a baseline level of knowledge, skills,
and attitudes in the general subject matter areas of 1) criminal justice and criminology, 2) principles of accounting and
auditing, and 3) computer operations and
technology (Myers 2000).
The three general subject matter areas
were identified as of a result of a study
involving the academic leaders of the one
hundred largest criminal justice and criminology programs in the United States
(Myers 2000). Twenty-one knowledge elements from The Occupationallnformation Network (O*NET) were used to determine the scope of knowledge that is
needed for the investigation of high technology crime. The Occupationallnformation Network is "a skill-based framework
for describing knowledge, skills, and abilities across all industries and occupations"
(U.S. Department of Labor 1996). The
survey respondents used an eight-point
scale to determine what level of a particular knowledge was needed to detect,
investigate, and prosecute high technology crime. The results of the survey revealed that the knowledge elements 1)
Computers and Electronics, 2) Public
Safety and Security, 3) Economics and
Accounting, and 4) Law, Government, and
Jurisprudence were the most important

elements to high technology crime investigation (Myers 2000).
Toward An Interdisciplinary
Approach
It is evident that the investigation of technological crime crosses a matrix of educational boundaries. To address the growing problem of high technology crime,
academic disciplines are beginning to
develop credit courses to offer their students. A handful of criminal justice programs, for example, are beginning to
show some interest in developing
courses, undergraduate minors, or graduate level certificate programs that pertain
to high technology crime. The Department of Criminal Justice at Governors
State University is in the planning stages
of developing an undergraduate minor in
computer crime investigation, as well as
a graduate level certificate program in
Intrusion Detection (Tafoya 2000). The
Department of Criminal Justice at the
University of New Haven has developed
a professional certificate program in forensic computer investigation that is offered at sites in West Haven, Connecticut, as well as in Sacramento and Riverside, California. In addition, the criminal
justice programs at Rochester Institute
ofT echnology and the University of Central Florida have initiated faculty searches
with a focus on technology and criminal
justice to establish new dimensions and
build research strength in the study of
criminal justice and high technology.
A significant number of computer science
programs have developed graduate level
courses in computer information security. The School of Computer Science at
the University of Central Florida, for example, has developed a computer forensics course that focuses on the collection of digital evidence from a variety of
electronic sources (Blank 2000). At
Texas A&M University in College Station,
the Department of Computer Science offers a graduate-level laboratory course in
advanced network security principles that
serves to provide students with practical
security experiences (Downey 1998). The
National Center for Forensic Science at
the University of Central Florida is currently developing a graduate-level certificate program in Computer Forensics that
is expected to begin in the Fall of 2001.

In the past two years, the National Security Agency has designated 14 universities as Centers of Academic Excellence
in Information Assurance Education. The
goal of this program is to "reduce vulnerabilities in our National Information Infrastructure by promoting higher education
in information assurance and producing
a growing number of professionals with
information assurance expertise" ("Centers of Academic Excellence," 2000). The
study of information assurance (IA) pertains to "information operations that protect and defend information and information systems by ensuring their availability, integrity, authentication, confidentiality, and nonrepudiation. This includes providing for restoration of information systems by incorporating protection, detection, and reaction capabilities" ("Centers
of Academic Excellence," 2000). As a
component of this program, the Federal
Cyber Service provides a two-year scholarship to students pursuing graduate-level
education in information assurance. At
the completion of their graduate studies,
the scholarship recipients will be required
to work for a federal agency for two years
to satisfy their Federal Cyber Service
commitment.
Although computer science programs are
developing credit courses and certificate
programs to respond to the growing problem of high technology crime, many of
the courses are technical in scope and
are not concerned with the investigation
of criminal behavior. Many of the courses
are developed from the perspective of the
specific discipline and do little to incorporate the knowledge areas of other disciplines. This creates a limited, snapshot
effect on the learning outcomes of students. If curricula are not developed from
an interdisciplinary perspective, they do
not offer the student a balanced educational experience. The interdisciplinary
nature of technological crime serves to
complicate the educational process and
calls for an approach that moves beyond
the traditional delivery of curriculum within
strict disciplinary boundaries. According
to Dr. Eugene Spafford, a professor of
computer science and the Director of the
Center for Education and Research in
Information Assurance and Security at
Purdue University, "to address these issues properly, requires understanding of

management principles, economics, psychology, political science, law, and a number of other areas" (McCollum 2000:A46).
The nature of high technology crime requires coursework in various academic
disciplines such as criminal justice, criminology, computer science, law, accounting, auditing, economics, business management, psychology, as well as telecommunications. These areas of knowledge
are supported by the study of academic
leaders of the largest criminal justice and
criminology programs in the United States
(Myers 2000). To develop an effective and
recognizable higher education curriculum
that includes the necessary educational
components, therefore, an interdisciplinary approach should be established between the appropriate academic disciplines. Academic bridges of collaboration
should be built between the various disciplines to cultivate an educational curriculum that will prepare today's students for
tomorrow's technological crimes. These
bridges of collaboration need to be structured in such a way that cultivates and
encourages an ongoing exchange of information between the different academic
disciplines. Because high technology
crime investigation encompasses a wide
range of diverse educational areas, an
interdisciplinary approach is the most
appropriate method for addressing the
increasingly complex and dynamic nature
of technological crime.
However, Spafford of Purdue University
argued that the interdisciplinary nature of
computer security might explain why universities have trouble teaching this developing area of study. Spafford indicated that
"as a result, computer security could eventually find its place as a discipline separate from computer science" (McCollum
2000:A46). Under debate is whether high
technology crime investigation should be
under the auspices of criminal justice,
computer science, or management information systems, or developed as a separate academic program of study altogether. Regardless of whether computer
security or high technology crime investigation becomes a separate academic discipline, an interdisciplinary approach will
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Computer Information Systems ...
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be necessary because the investigation
of technological crime is comprised of a
diverse set of knowledge and skills.
It is not expected, nor realistic, that every criminal justice and criminology program should modify their curricula to include high technology crime investigation.
Some programs are more theoretical in
nature and do not focus on the application of criminal justice concepts or principles. However, every criminal justice
and criminology program should encourage the technological advancement of
their students by developing a technology across the curriculum philosophy. A
writing program known as "Writing Across
the Curriculum" is widely accepted as a
beneficial educational technique of getting students to incorporate writing into
the learning process. Likewise, a "Technology Across the Curriculum" program
can be just as beneficial to the student's
learning experience ("Clemson Hits the
Big Time," 2000). Technology should not
be treated as an elective, as an applications course, or used in parallel to individual educational courses. Technology
should be incorporated into every facet
of a student's educational experience.
Exposure to technology across the curriculum will serve not only the individual
student, but also society at large by having a more capabie and productive criminal justice employee.
In closing, the problem of high technology crime will continue to escalate unless the curricula of higher education programs are adapted to meet the changing
demands of a modern society. Higher
education students need to be exposed
to the necessary knowledge, skills, and
attitudes that will permit them to be functional agents in an information technology environment. It is the responsibility
of higher education faculty to address this
academic dilemma. Without changes, the
ever-increasing problem of high technology crime in our society will continue to
escalate out of control.
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Generation XTC: A New Arena
for Criminological Research
Melissa E. Fenwick & Wilson R.
Palacios
University of South Florida
There lives a New Nation
The House Nation
We are a borderfess nation
We are based on premises of
Breaking boundaries
House Nation exists in the name
of. .. Search for Truth,
Harmony, and seeing the beauty in
everything in and around us
House Nation is
Multicultural, Multiethnic,
Multiracial, Multilingual, and multiplying
Beats per second
We pray while we dance, clap our
hands, and blow our whistles
Sweating out the negativity
Mixing it up with newer, bolder beats
and rhythms designed to
Help us learn to love each other,
ourselves, and be willing to take a
stand ...
OJ Richard "Humpty" Vission,

1996

INTRODUCTION
The statement above delivers a message
of peace, love, unity, and respect (PLUR).
The emphasis on community over individualism is what defines the rave youth
culture. Unfortunately, the use of designer
drugs, most notably MDMA (Ecstasy)
has also been linked to this group. Social scientists, particularly criminologists,
in this country have not investigated designer drug use as extensively as crack
cocaine, heroin, and marijuana (see Adler,
1993; Bourgois,
1996; Chitwood,
Comerford,
and Weatherby,
1998;
Jacobs, 1999; Kinlock, Hanlon, and
Nurco, 1998; Inciardi, McBride, and
Surratt, 1998). While the topic of designer drug use and rave culture in the
United States has not been featured in
any American professional journal (i.e.
Criminology, Justice Quarterly, Journal of
Crime and Delinquency, American Sociological Review, etc.), a recent newsletter
article by a colleague from the University
of Alabama at Birmingham has brought
the issues to the forefront for the social
scientific community.

Taking The First Step
In the January/February 2000 issue of
ACJS Today, John J. Sloan wrote It's All
the Rave: "Flower Power" Meets
"Technocutture". Generally, Sloan provided an overview of the rave culture and
offered some limited discussion regarding its ideology, music, fashion, and history. However, the reader should keep in
mind that much of what Sloan wrote was
based primarily on the United Kingdom
experience/history, and therefore it is not
easily transferable to the United States.
For instance, in this country, the rave community as a whole has undergone several major social and political shifts since
1988 (Reynolds, 1998). Its music alone
has experienced major transformations
relevant to style and context, each of
which reflects regional differences such
as those found in Michigan, Detroit, New
York, Florida, and California. Reynolds
(1998, p.?) adds:
rave culture has stratified into increasingly narrower and wider scenes. By
1993 it was meaningless to speak of
techno since the original black American sound had mutated, under pressure from various British and European
subcultures, into three main genres:
hardcore and its ultrafast Dutch variant, gabba; jungle, a bass-heavy hybrid of hip-hop, reggae, and techno;
and Teutonic trance, with its metronomic beats and cosmic imagery.
Each of these fracturing into numerous subgenres and sub-subgenres.
As for its ideology and fashion, the raver's
credo, "Peace, Love, Unity, and Respect"
(PLUR) has been marred with commercialization, and its fashion has been reduced to a marketable enigma rather than
a unique cultural marker. A twenty-three
year old white male participant in our
ongoing ethnographic study on designer
drugs remarks, "the underground has
become something in vogue and marketable to everyone under 30." Reynolds
(1998, p.3?5) asserts, "Rave culture encompasses a huge span of divergent and
often opposed attitudes to aesthetics,
technology and drugs, not to mention
wildly different estimations of how much
it all matters."
As for the use of drugs, Sloan infers from
limited studies in the United Kingdom

that "synthetic drugs like ecstasy are
prevalent and are a part of the rave scene
(2000, p.6)." However, he discusses only
a few drugs, and omits reference to drugs
central to rave culture (gamma yhydroxybutyrate - GHB, and nitrous oxide (laughing gas)). Furthermore, he
omits any reference to how sociological,
economic and political differences between Europe and the United States affect the "scene" (see Pearson, 1999;
Reynolds, 1998). As for the designer
drug, "Ecstasy", Schone and Prince
(2000) suggest there is a global smuggling and distribution system stretching
from Washington, D.C. to Haifa, Israel.
How these differences have trickled down
to the individual user and localized designer drug markets, such as those in
Florida, is not presently known.
Furthermore, Sloan (2000) suggests
ravers deny a link between raves and drug
use. In our own fieldwork and interviews
with designer drug users however, respondents are candid about their drug use and
how it relates to the rave movement.
To be sure, there are important differences in rave drug cultures between the
United States and Europe. Sloan's work
is important because it allows United
States researchers to access useful comparative data on this form of deviance.
This is especially important because
United States' researchers have lagged
behind their European counterparts in
terms of undertaking research into rave
cultures. Indeed, much of what United
States' criminologists know about rave
culture comes from media sound bytes.
Going Beyond Headlines and Sound
Bytes
Recently the media has focused a great
deal of attention on designer or "club"
drug use (Cloud, 2000, Farley, 2000). Oh
and Atherely (2000) suggest that designer drugs have become the millennial
"it" drug. According to a recent White
House report on "Club" drug use, "the use
of various illicit drugs in nightclub and rave
settings has become increasingly popular in many areas over the last few years"
See Generation XTC ...
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(Office of National Drug Control Policy,
1998, p.1). Moreover, in this context,
drug use patterns are believed to be
somewhat different from what we see in
other drug cultures. Reynolds (1998,
p.1 0-11 ) states, "rave culture as a whole
is barely conceivable without drugs, or at
least without drug metaphors: by itself,
the music drugs the listener. Rave constructs an experience. Bypassing interpretation, the listener is hurled into a vortex of heightened sensations, abstract
emotions, and artificial energies." Exactly
what role designer drugs play in this deluge of sensations is not known. Also,
exactly how is contemporary youth culture (as defined by those between the
ages of 18 to 32) transformed or transfixed by the introduction and marketing
of such designer
drugs as 3,4methylenedioxymethamphetamine
(MDMA or "Ecstasy"), Ketamine (Special
K), gamma y-hydroxybutyrate (GHB), and
to a lesser degree, Rohypnol (Roofies)
and nitrous oxide (laughing gas), is 21so
unanswered.

sist in highlighting the potential danger
of ingesting such substances, it cannot
overshadow nor be a substitute for sound
social research. While the pharmacological properties of these drugs are
known with some degree of certainty (see
Valter and Arrizabalaga, 1998), the sociological implications of the emerging
designer drug market, the designer drug
user, and the explosion of rave youth culture, has not been systematically studied in this country.
Based solely on political rhetoric and law
enforcement testimonials, the public is
left only with presumptions concerning
the nature and trend of designer drug use.
The consequence of such distortions may
give rise to a new moral panic which uses
the atypical case, such as a drug overdose, as a paradigm from which generalizations are drawn. This has happened
in the past with other drug epidemics,
such as the crack baby syndrome of the
1980s, the heroin epidemic in Florida,
smokable crystal methamphetamine
(ICE), and the marijuana panic of the
1930s (see Jenkins, 1999). There is a
great deal we have yet to learn about
emerging designer drug use patterns in
general, and even more about the American "club" culture specifically. If scientifically studied, appropriate prevention
and intervention programs may be tailored
to meet the specific needs, if any, of individuals ingesting designer drugs.

The tone with which designer drug consumption has been presented is rather
understandable considering such newspaper headlines as: "Drug's Night Club
Pull Seen Hard To Curb" - The Boston
Globe; "Raving and Behaving: The Reputation ofThe High-Energy, All Night Dance
Parties, Outpaces; The Reality - The The Present Study
Buffalo News; Deputies: Ecstasy Overdose Killed Teen" - St. Petersburg Times; To begin to address some of the questions we have raised, we are currently
"13 Youths Arrested as Police Raid Rave
Party - The Kansas City Star, "Rave Drug conducting an ethnographic pilot study
Raids Yield Six Arrests" - Gainesville . of designer drug use in Hillsborough and
Pinellas Counties, Florida. The study
Sun. Although from different cities across
focuses on describing the designer drug
the country, this is only a small sample
of the type of newspaper headlines to user's belief system and attitudes, as well
as state of mind at the time of use -the
which the public is exposed. The end
result of such a media blitz may be a set, and his/her physical and social environment within which drug use occurs misinformed public (see Chiricos, 1996).
the setting (see Beck and Rosenbaum,
Despite the lack of social scientific re1994). Given the tentative connection
search on the "scene" in the United
made between club culture (i.e. raves)
States, designer drugs have been linked
and designer drug use (i.e., MDMA and
to numerous
fatal drug overdoses
its analogs; Ecstasy, Adam, Eve, GHB,
throughout the country, including most
Ketamine
[Special
K], Rohypnol
recently in Hillsborough and Pinellas
[Roofies], and nitrates), this study foCounties, Florida. There is no mistake
cuses on describing the social processes
that such events are tragic. While the
between both the designer drug user (the
untimely death of any individual may asset), and the evolving club culture (the

setting) in Southwestern Florida.
Given the stated objectives, this study is
guided by three overall research questions: (1) What are the specific designer
drug use patterns of individuals? (2) What
are the motives for using these substances?; and (3) What are the contextual factors, as they relate to club culture, surrounding designer drug use?
Utilizing a traditional ethnographic research design, we employ participant
observation and ethnographic interviewing.
In addition to these data collection methods, we are also reviewing cultural artifacts and documents including advertisements in local popular culture newspapers and magazines. In addition, party
flyers and leaflets obtained at parties,
nightclubs, and after-hours establishments are being examined for content and
information. It is our hope that this ethnographic approach will shed light onto
the unique connection between designer
drug use and club culture. In this vein,
we hope to address issues of culture and
drug use from the view of the members,
thus making a unique American contribution to the literature on the contemporary club culture in general, and specifically the rave community.
Conclusion
The pre-introductory statement to this
article is from Richard "Humpty" Vission
(a.k.a., RHV), a prolific DJ, record producer, and for some, a shaman in the rave
culture of the new millennium. These
words represent the metaphysical aspect
of rave ideology (Sloan, 2000). The need
to forge a new spiritual and mental path,
transcending physical limits and uniting
with all people across different levels is a
message with great appeal.
The fact remains however, that along with
this message there is the presence of
designer drugs, and somehow the substances have become substituted for the
message. Therefore, our immediate interest as social scientists must be the
systematic study of the social processes
at work in this particular cultural group.
Jacobs (1999, p.7) asserts that "Researchers tend to study drugs and drug
epidemics as they incubate and expand."
We have missed the incubation period

by twenty years, but we are in the midst
of possibly an expanding trend in designer
drug consumption and marketability. How
this translates into current and future
criminal offending patterns, other criminal non-drug opportunities, substance
abuse treatment issues, and future victimization trends are the larger questions.

Jacobs, Bruce A. (1999). Dealing Crack:
The Social World of Streetcorner Seiling. Boston, MA: Northeastern University Press.
Jenkins, Philip. (1999). Synthetic Panics: The Symbolic Politics of Designer
Drugs. New York, NY: New York University Press.
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RESEARCH ON CRIME AND JUSTICE: AN
UPDATE FROM NIJ'S OFFICE OF RESEARCH
AND EVALUATION (Thomas Feucht)
CURRENT RESEARCH ON CRIME, POLICING AND
JUSTICE IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
(Joanne Savage)
COMPARATIVE CRIMINAL JUSTICE AND RACIAL
DISCRIMINATION (Richard Henry)
RE-ENTRY OF PRISON INMATES TO THE
COMMUNITY (Charles Marske)
GANGS: AN EVER-CHANGING PHENOMENON
(Jeffrey Rush)
THE ROLE OF RELIGION IN AMERICAN CRIME
AND PUNISHMENT (Harry Dammer)
THE RACIALIZATION OF PUNISHMENT
(Chester Britt)
REPORT OF STUDIES AND IMPLEMENTATION OF
THE FIRST DISTANCE LEARNING PROGRAM FOR
TWO SHERIFF'S OFFICES IN THE STATE OF
FLORIDA (Lt. Gary L. Hoffman, Kathy
Willcutts, Pamela Seat)
CRIME: MICRO AND MACRO EXPLANATIONS
(L. Edward Wells)
UNDERSTAND DELINQUENCY, CRIME AND
VICTIMIZATION (Michael Supanic)
ETHICS AND THE QUALITY OF JUSTICE
(Phillip Kunz)
CRIMINAL JUSTICE POLITICS AND POLICY
(Ted Gest)

11:15AM -12:45PM
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.

102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.

108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.

MIRANDA RIGHTS AND THE DEAF
(Leslie Henthorne)
POLICE AND CRIME ANALYSIS II
(Robert Langworthy)
DISCUSSION OF RECENT SUPREME COURT
DECISIONS (Thomas Hickey)
SEARCHING FOR WHAT WORKS: PROBATION
PROGRAM EVALUATIONS (Shawn Minor)
LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING (Kevin Bryant)
VICTIMS' EXPERIENCES OF SYSTEM
RESPONSES TO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
(Joyce Stephens)
RESEARCH ON DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
(Robert Kulpa)
HONORING LESLIE WILKINS (David Orrick)
OLD AND IN THE WAY: GETTING A LIFE IN
ACADEMIA (John Hewitt)
GUN CONTROL POLICIES (William Ruefle)
THE DEAF WITNESS (Janet Duvall)
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT FOR
OFFENDERS: INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE
INSTITUTION (Martha Henderson)
JUVENILES AND DRUG USE: WHAT DOES THE
RESEARCH SAY? (Shela Van Ness)
PRISONER REENTRY (Christy Visher)
MEDIA AND THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF
CRIME AND JUSTICE (Sue Mahan)
HOW TO GET PUBLISHED AND HOW TO GET
GRANTS (Jay Albanese)
METHAMPHETAMINE: USE, ABUSE, AND
RESPONSE (John Wade)
THEORETICAL PATHS TO DELINQUENCY
(Jana Bufkin)
DISCUSSION OF BATSON MOTION
(William Rehling)
CONVICT CRIMINOLOGY: QUESTIONING THE
QUALITY OF JUSTICE EXPERIENCED BY
DEFENDANTSANDP~SONERS
(Stephen Richards, Jeffrey Ian Ross)

THURSDAY, continued
2:00PM - 3:30PM
116.

117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.

126.

127.
128.

129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.

THE DEATH PENALTY AND THE CONSTITUTION:
CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONS RAISED BY THE
DEATH PENALTY IN AMERICA (Scott English)
ATTITUDE AND PERCEPTION OF POLICE
EXECUTIVES (Mittie Southerland)
POLICING AND SPECIAL UNITS
(Peter Phillips)
EVALUATING CORRECTIONAL TREATMENT
PROGRAMS (Betsy Kreisel)
RACIAL PROFILING IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE
SYSTEM (Anne Sulton)
CIVIL RIGHTS ISSUES (Matthew Johnson)
RESEARCH ON SEXUAL ASSAULT, RAPE AND
SEX CRIMES (Stephanie Olson)
POLICE ACCOUNTABILITY AND ACCREDITATION
(Allen Sapp)
COMMUNITY-LEVEL CRIME PREVENTION
(George Muedeking)
FIREARMS POLICY, PRACTICES AND
LEGISLATION: RESEARCH AND EVALUATION
FINDINGS (Lois Felson Mock)
CORRECTIONAL LEADERSHIP EDUCATION: THE
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS'
LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE (Stan Stojkovic)
INTERNATIONAL CRIME TRENDS AND
EXPLANATIONS (Richard Bennett)
THEORY, CRIME AND CRIME POLICY FROM
NATIONAL, INTERNATIONAL, ECONOMIC AND
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES (Ursula Becker)
STRESS AND STRAINS OF THE CORRECTIONAL
WORK ENVIRONMENT (Kevin Minor)
SOCIAL CONTROL AND CRIME PREVENTION
(Stan Shernock)
THE EVOLUTION OF THE FBI'S BEHAVIORAL
SCIENCE UNIT (John Campbell)
SECRET AND NOT SO SECRET CRIMES
(Georgia Smith)
NEW PERSPECTIVES ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE
TOPICS (Jennifer Johnson Roberts)
THE DEATH PENALTY AND JUSTICE
(Christopher Morse)
HUMAN EXPERIMENTATION AT HOLMESBURG
PRISON (Janice Joseph)

FRIDAY, APRIL 6, 2001
7:30AM - 9:00AM
7:30AM - 9:00AM
7:30AM - 9:00AM
7:45AM - 9:15AM
7:45AM
7:45AM
7:45AM
7:45AM
8:00AM
9:00AM
9:00AM
9:00AM

-

9:15AM
9:15AM
9:15AM
9;15AM
5:00PM
5:00PM
1:OOPM
12:00PM

9:30AM - 11 :OOAM
11:15AM -12:45PM
11:15AM -12:45PM
11:15AM - 12:45PM
12:00NOON - 5:00PM
2:00PM - 3:30PM

5:30PM
5:30PM
5:30PM
5:30PM
5:30PM

-

7:30PM
7:30PM
7:30PM
7:30PM
7:30PM

CORRECTIONS SECTION
BREAKFAST
JQ EDITORIAL BOARD
BREAKFAST
JCJE EDITORIAL BOARD
BREAKFAST
WEST/PACIFIC EXECUTIVE
BOARD
NORTHEAST EXECUTIVE BOARD
SOUTHERN EXECUTIVE BOARD
MIDWEST EXECUTIVE BOARD
SOUTHWEST EXECUTIVE BOARD
REGISTRATION
EMPLOYMENT EXCHANGE
EXHIBITS
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
SEMINAR: USING EXCEL TO
TEACH STATISTICS (Jon Proctor)
SERVING ACJS SESSION AND
ACJS BUSINESS MEETING
COMMUNITY COLLEGE SECTION
INTERNATIONAL SECTION
INFORMATION AND PUBLIC
POLICY SECTION
ACJS EXECUTIVE BOARD
CRITICAL CRIMINOLOGY
SECTION ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING
WEST/PACIFIC REGION
SOUTHWEST REGION
NORTHEAST REGION
SOUTHERN REGION
MIDWEST REGION

PANELS, WORKSHOPS AND ROUNDTABLES
7:45AM - 9:15AM
136.
137.
138.
139.

POLICING SPECIAL SITUATIONS
(Jennifer Calnon)
POLICE ETHICS AND MORALITY (Jeff Magers)
WHAT WORKS IN CORRECTIONAL TREATMENT
PROGRAMS (Sam Torres)
CRIMINAL JUSTICE EDUCATION: STUDENTS'
PERCEPTIONS AND REALITIES (Nicola Bivens)

FRIDA V, continued

140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.

148.
149.

150.
151.
152.

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE POLICY (Meghan Chandek)
CRIME, JUSTICE AND AFRICAN AMERICANS
(Paul Knepper)
THE CONTENT OF COMMUNITY POLICING
(Willard Oliver)
USING CRIME PREVENTION TO EXPLAIN
CRIMINAL INCIDENTS (Loftin Woodiel)
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE: PATTERNS AND CONTEXT
(Kaylene Richards Ekeh)
CONCERNS AND ISSUES IN CORRECTIONAL
PHILOSOPHY AND PRACTICE (Annmarie Dorich)
INTERNATIONAL INNOVATIONS IN HANDLING
CRIME AND JUSTICE (Keith Haley)
ISSUES ON MENTAL HEALTH, COMMUNITY
CORRECTIONS, PROBATION AND PAROLE
(Sheila Royo-Maxwell)
STUDYING, TREATING, AND PROCESSING
YOUTH OFFENDERS (Sharon Melzer)
CRIMINAL JUSTICE EDUCATION:
TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENTS
(Chris Capsambelis)
CRIME PREVENTION AND SECURITY ISSUES
(Bertus Ferreira)
METHODOLOGICAL ADVANCES IN CRIMINAL
JUSTICE RESEARCH (Robert Kirchner)
RESTORATIVE JUSTICE AND DISPUTE
RESOLUTION ISSUES (Carrie Petrucci)

159.
160.

161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.

169.
170.
171.

RESPONSES TO SCHOOL VIOLENCE IN
GENESEE COUNTY, MI (Avon Burns)
FELLOWSHIP AND DATA RESOURCE
OPPORTUNITIES WITH THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE
OF JUSTICE (Cynthia Mamalian)
SHOULD COLLEGE EDUCATION BE REQUIRED
OF POLICE? (James Levine)
DIVERSION: WHAT RESEARCH, JUVENILES AND
JUSTICE OFFICIALS SAY (Paula Broussard)
THE THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY AND ITS ROLE
IN OFFENDER TREATMENT (Allan Patenaude)
JUVENILE TREATMENT PROGRAMS: EXAMINING
ISSUES AND CONCERNS (Ernest Cowles)
ISSUES IN POLICY POLICY (David McElreath)
USING CRIME FILMS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE
COURSES (Burk Foster)
POLITICS, ECONOMICS AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE
POLICY (Willard Oliver)
CRIME, COMMUNITY AND STRUCTURE:
THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS
(Wilson Palacios)
PRETRIAL ACTIONS AND SENTENCING
OUTCOMES (Melissa Finch)
SERVING ACJS (Richard Bennett)
INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES ON CRIMES
AGAINST JUVENILES AND JUVENILE RIGHTS
(Sesha Kethineni)

9:30AM - 11 :OOAM
11:15AM
153.
154.
155.

156.

157.

158.

POLICE DEVIANCE AND MISCONDUCT
(David Carter)
GENDER ISSUES IN POLICING
(Richard Seklecki)
SUCCESSFUL CORRECTIONAL TREATMENT: THE
INMATE DIFFERENCE
(Gayle Styve Amonstrong)
CONTRIBUTIONS TO GIRLS' DELINQUENCY AND
PROGRAMMING FOR PREVENTION
(Bernadette Muscat)
RESULTS FROM THE NATIONAL EVALUATION OF
THE GANG RESISTANCE EDUCATION AND
TRAINING (G.R.EAT.) PROGRAM
(Winifred Reed)
POLICE CRIME PREVENTION STRATEGIES
(Robert Morin)

172.
173.

174.
175.

176.
177.

-12:45PM

STUDENT PERCEPTIONS OF SCHOOL CRIME
(Cindy Berner)
CONCERNS ARISING FROM THE CONSTITUTION,
THE SUPREME COURT, AND SUPREME COURT
DECISIONS (Heidi Moore)
INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES ON LAW
ENFORCEMENT (Harry Dammer)
MENTORING STUDENTS AND FACULTY
MEMBERS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE EDUCATION
(George Wilson)
CRIME VICTIM SERVICES
(Peggy Tobolowsky)
COMMUNITY PROGRAMS TO PREVENT
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
(Lucy Edwards Hochstein)

FRIDA Y, continued
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.

185.
186.
187.
188.

SMALL TOWN AND BIG CITY POLICING
(James Frank)
LEGAL AND SOCIAL CONTEXT OF HATE
CRIMES (Mike Chamberlin)
HUMAN RIGHTS, DEMOCRATIC ELECTIONS AND
POLICING (Dilip Das)
EXAMINING DETERMINANTS OF DELINQUENCY
AND VIOLENCE (Patricia Collins)
THE FUTURE OF CAPITAL PUNISHMENT IN THE
UNITED STATES (Robert Bohm)
IMAGES OF YOUTH AND JUVENILE JUSTICE
POLICY (Peter Benekos)
"STRENGTHENING" JUVENILES: ALLEVIATING
CONFLICT BETWEEN AND AMONG YOUTH
(Susan Caulfield)
GUIDELINES TO OBTAINING PROMOTION AND
TENURE (Dwayne Smith)
LAW ENFORCEMENT ISSUES (Troy Caeti)
JURIES, TESTIMONY, REPRESENTATION AND
OUTCOMES (Michael Scott Weiss)
CHANGING CORRECTIONAL PHILOSOPHY AND
SENTENCING DECISIONS
(Brandon Applegate)

2:00PM - 3:30PM
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.

195.
196.
197.

PROBLEM ORIENTED POLICING
(Gary Cordner)
POLICING DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AND CHILD
ABUSE (Brenda Uekert)
VICTIM AND PUBLIC PERSPECTIVES ON CRIME
AND PUNISHMENT (Laurie Bright)
VIOLENCE, RACE, AND INEQUALITY
(Richard Wright)
SEX OFFENDERS AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE
POLICY (Lloyd Klein)
INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE SOCIOECONOMIC CONTEXTS FOR CRIME
(Camille Gibson)
POLICE OFFICERS' ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOR
(Kim Michelle Lersch)
CULTURE, ETHNICITY AND THE CRIMINAL
JUSTICE SYSTEM (Sean Rosenmerkel)
ORGANIZED CRIME, WIRETAPPING AND MONEY
LAUNDERING (Eric Fritsch)

198.

199.
200.
201.

202.

FORMING PARTNERSHIPS AND BLENDING
OLMD (ORGANIZATION, LEADERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT, AND DEVELOPMENT) AND
CRIMINAL JUSTICE CURRICULUM TO PROVIDE
QUALITY DISTANCE EDUCATION FOR CRIMINAL
JUSTICE PRACTIONERS (Vicki Dorworth)
COMMUNITY AND CONTEXT: PROGRAMS FOR
JUVENILES (Joanna Cannon)
CHILDHOOD EXPERIENCES AND DELINQUENCY
(Zina McGee)
WHAT WORKS?: ASSESSING THE ROLE OF
SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL POLICIES
(Albert Roberts)
POTPOURRI OF ISSUES IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE

EDUCATION II (Lee Ross)
203.
204.
205.

KEY TO SUCCESS IN DISTANCE LEARNING
(Tom O'Connor)
CRIME VICTIMS (Albert Roberts)
FOURTH AMENDMENT AND THE RIGHT TO
PRIVACY (David Jones)

3:45PM - 5:15PM
206.
207.
208.
209.

210.
211.
212.
213.

214.
215.

ISSUES IN POLICE-CITIZEN ENCOUNTERS
(Robert Worden)
LEGAL ISSUES IN POLICING (Tom Hughes)
WORKING IN COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS
(Randolph McVey)
INTERNSHIPS: BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN
FANTASY AND REALITY AND ULTIMATELY
LEADING TO A PROFESSIONAL CAREER
(Pearl Jacobs)
STUDIES IN ECONOMIC AND ADMINISTRATIVE
EFFICIENCY (Laurie Gould)
MASCULINITIES AND THE INSTITUTIONALIZED
HARASSMENT OF WOMEN (Gary Keveles)
INTERNATIONAL ISSUES IN POLICING
(Hamid Kusha)
THE PERP WALK: DUE PROCESS AND THE
PRESUMPTION OF INNOCENCE VERSUS
FREEDOM OF SPEECH (John Dempsey)
TERRORISM/CYBERTERRORISM
(Robert Taylor)
INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES ON SERIOUS
CRIMES (J. Robert Lilly)

FRIDA V, continued
216.
217.

218.

219.

220.

221.
222.

WHAT IMPACTS THE JUVENILE JUSTICE
SYSTEM (Veness a Garcia)
ADVANCED JUVENILE JUSTICE PERSONNEL
TRAINING INSIDE A JUVENILE CORRECTIONAL
CENTER (Marion Boss)
VIOLENCE, CHILD ABUSE, DELINQUENCY, AND
EMPLOYMENT: MAKING CONNECTIONS
(Michelle Kacer)
A GUIDE TO TEACHING CRIMINALISTICS/
FORENSIC SCIENCE WHEN YOUR PH.D. IS NOT
IN CHEMISTRY (Lizabeth Ann Wiinamaki)
FROM SUTHERLAND TO SUBJECT PROFILING:
METHODS OF EMPLOYING ACTIVE LEARNING IN
THE STUDY OF OCCUPATIONAL AND ECONOMIC
CRIMINALITY (Hank Brightman)
SOCIAL AND INDIVIDUAL CAUSES OF VIOLENCE
(Kimberly McCabe)
THE EFFECTS OF INCARCERATION ON
CHILDREN AND SOCIETY: VARYING
PERSPECTIVES (Lorraine AIi)

229.

230.
231.

232.

233.
234.
235.

9:30AM - 11 :OOAM
236.
237.
238.

SATURDAY, APRIL 7, 2001
8:00AM - 10:00AM
9:00AM - 1:OOPM

REGISTRATION
EMPLOYMENT EXCHANGE

239.
240.
241.

PANELS, WORKSHOPS AND ROUNDTABLES

242.

7:45AM - 9:15AM

243.
244.

223.

245.

224.
225.
226.
227.
228.

AFTER THE OFFENDER HITS THE STREETS:
COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS AT WORK
(Erika Gebo)
MANAGING A CORRECTIONAL SETTING: BLOOD,
SWEAT AND TEARS (Frank Scarpitti)
JUVENILE OFFENDERS: SEPARATE BUT EQUAL?
(Michael Gordon)
ISSUES IN POLICING III (Dilip Das)
ISSUES FOR POLICE ADMINISTRATORS
(David Taylor)
JUVENILE JUSTICE IN CHINA
(Lisa Hutchinson Wallace)

LEGISLATIVE ACTIONS AND JUDICIAL DECISIONS
ON DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, STALKING AND
SEXUAL HARASSMENT (Helen Eigenberg)
THEORIES OF VIOLENCE (Joanne Savage)
RESPONDING TO JUVENILE OFFENDERS:
THEORY, RESEARCH AND PRACTICE
(Thomas Reed)
HOME ALONE: STRENGTHENING SERVICES TO
SERIOUS CHRONIC JUVENILE OFFENDERS - AN
AFTERCARE INTERVENTION (Richard Mason)
ANALYZING QUALITATIVE DATA WITH NUD*IST
SOFTWARE (Jamie Martin)
SEX, POWER AND CRIME
(Bernadette Jones Palombo)
FOURTH AMENDMENT RIGHTS AND SUBSTANCE
ABUSE ENFORCEMENT (Larry Andrews)

246.
247.
248.

249.

POLICE TRAINING FOR THE 21 ST CENTURY
(Michael Palmiotto)
VARIOUS ISSUES IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE POLICY
AND PRACTICE (Erin Ulrich)
AN ANALYSIS OF TRENDS AND INNOVATIONS IN
SENTENCING (Lydia Long)
ENHANCING POLICE INTEGRITY
(Carl Klockers)
INTERNATIONAL AND CYBER CRIMES
(Deanna Carp)
SERVICE LEARNING: ASSESSING AND
RESPONDING TO THE ISSUES (Tamson Six)
RAPE ATTITUDES, REPORTING AND CRIMINAL
JUSTICE SYSTEM PROCESSING (Linda Frost)
COURT DISPOSITIONS (Pamela Gibson)
DECISION-MAKING AND JUVENILE JUSTICE
(Robert Morin)
COMMUNITY AND CONTEXT: PROGRAMS FOR
JUVENILES (Richard Lawrence)
SERIAL MURDER (Ronald Holmes)
WHITE COLLAR CRIME (John Kane)
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES OF CRIMINAL
PROCEDURE: LAW, CONFESSIONS AND POLICE
DETAINMENT (Sharon Larson)
POTPOURRI OF TOPICS IN CRIME AND JUSTICE
(Miriam Sealock)

SCHEDULE MAY CHANGE WITHOUT

NOTICE.

MEMBER ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Editors of
The International Journal of Police Science and Management
Professor Alida V Merlo, Professor of Criminology, Indiana University of Pennsylvania, USA
Dr. Ian K McKenzie, Deputy Director, Institute of Criminal Justice Studies, University of Portsmouth,
Professor Jennifer Brown, Director, Forensic Masters Programme, University of Surrey, UK

UK

Dear Colleague:
Please allow us to introduce ourselves as the Editors of the International
Management,
http://www.henrystewart.com/journals/psam/index.html

Journal

of Police Science

and

In the context of increased public demands for effective and efficient policing, the pressure on and need for
quality management and leadership have never been greater. Consequently, ensuring access to a supply of
high-quality, applied research, new thinking and best practice in police science and management is paramount
to high quality, international, inclusive, cross-disciplinary intelligence that:
•
•
•
•
•

Identifies important new methodologies and approaches
Describes latest thinking and examples of best practice
Investigates the relationships between cooperating agencies, inter- and intra-nationally
Detects significant and emerging trends and, crucially,
Applies the research of theoreticians to the day-to-day work of pr:::ctitioners

The International Journal of Police Science and Management is published specifically to fulfill this need. Through
the publication of rigorous, innovative and important research papers, and case studies direct from practitioners
in the field, the Journal presents a body of knowledge which gives a clear, rigorous and more robust understanding of policing and criminal justice techniques and issues around the world.
Because readers need to be confident this information is authoritative, accessible and cutting edge, the International Journal of Police Science and Management is guided by an International Editorial Board of over 50 leading
academics, practitioners and consultants from the US, UK, Japan, Australia, and Europe. The Editorial Board
strictly subject all submissions to peer review, ensuring that the journal publishes only the genuinely useful,
challenging and innovative content - information you cannot afford to do without.
We invite you to visit the Journal's website for a selection of papers scheduled for publication and details of the
Editorial Board. If you would like to subscribe to the journal, or would be interested in writing for it, please don't
hesitate to contact us. When entering your subscription, please quote the following reference: AQ
Yours sincerely,
Professor Alida V. Merlo
Dr. Ian K McKenzie
Professor Jennifer Brown
International
Journal of Police Science and Management
An International Journal for the Criminal Justice Profession
http://www.henrystewart.com/journals/psamlindex.html

,

,

••BUGS BONES AND BOTANY"
June ~-8, 2001
Richmond, Virginia
"Bugs, Bones, and Botany" is a unique death investigation workshop originally developed by Dr. Jason Byrd, David
Hall, and Sgt. Sanford Shirk of the Martin County Sheriffs Office, Stuart, Florida to provide a more detailed understanding of each field, its application in crime scene investigation, and the proper procedure for evidence collection for investigators, officers and crime scene technicians. The success of this unique death investigation course
has led to its offering in other geographical locations.
Course Outline:
Forensic Anthropology
Basic Osteology (bone identification and differentiation between human and nonhuman remains)
Locating and recovering human remains
Creating a biological profile
Collection and preservation of evidence
Forensic Botany
Use of botanical evidence
Organization and characteristics of plants
How plants arrive at the scene
Collection and preservation of evidence
Forensic Entomology
•

Patterns of insect colonization, skeletonization, and life cycles
Flies, beetles, and time of death
Determining movement of body or paths of vehicular travel
Collection and preservation of evidence

Date/Time:
June 4-8, 2001; 8-5 pm
Fee:
$595 (US). Includes tuition, student materials, breakfast and lunch each day and a dinner cruise.
Registration:
Class size is limited. Please register early. The deadline for registration is April 25, 2001.
Location and accommodations:

Crowne Plaza Hotel
555 East Canal Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
1-800-2CROWNE
www.crowneplazarichmond.com

For more information, contact:

Dr. Jason Byrd
Virginia Commonwealth University
Life Sciences Building
816 Park Avenue
Post Office Box 842012
Richmond, Virginia 23284-2102
(804) 828-1562; Fax: (804) 828-0530
Jhbyrd@forensic-entomology.com

MEMBER ANNOUNCEMENTS

BOOK

NEW SECTION ANNOUNCED

REVIEWS

An organizational meeting for a new section titled Critical Criminology will be held at
the annual meeting in Washington, DC. This announcement is made by an exploratory committee of Bob Bohm, Marty Schwartz, Jeff Walker, Jeff Ferrell, Becky
Tatum, and Paul Leighton. The exploratory committee and supporters of the Section
have presented a petition containing over 100 names to the Executive Board of ACJS,
which has provisionally accepted the Section. The stated purposes and objectives
of the Section are:

J. F. Aponte and J. Wohl (Eds). (2000).
Psychological Intervention and Cultural Diversity (2nd ed). Allyn and Bacon.

to bring together Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences members to further
the interest of critical criminology;
to facilitate and encourage research and theory development related to critical criminology;
to encourage the development of teaching practices and issues pertaining
to critical criminology;
to encourage sensitivity to the issues pertaining to critical criminology;
to serve as a resource network for and encourage interaction among academic, research, practitioner, and policy-making sectors to further knowledge about critical criminology;
to assist in organizing conference sessions related to critical criminology;
and,
to encourage representation of critical criminology and access to opportunities throughout ACJS.
The initial slate of officers for the section will also be elected at the organizational
meeting, in accordance with ACJS policy. Persons interested in joining the section
may attend the organizational meeting in Washington DC. Persons with questions
may contact Bob Bohm at 407-823-5944 or Marty Schwartz at 740-593-1366.

GUEST EDITORS
POLICING AND .•• SERIES

Prentice-Hall continues to seek guest editors and authors for its "Policing and ..."
series. The series currently has eleven volumes in various stages of development
and production. The topics include victims, community partnerships, misconduct,
law, minority communities, crime prevention, violence, personnel issues, public order, special units, and school violence. In the proposal stages are volumes on
domestic violence, women, training, and racial profiling. Authors may still be needed
for several of the proposed works and for special topics and school violence. Guest
editors and authors for additional topics are still being sought. Furthermore, PrenticeHall is focusing on developing materials for police training (both basic and in-service)
and is interested in reviewing proposals for any such police related training materials
or texts. If you are interested in being a guest editor or chapter author for the
"policing and ..." series or have an idea or proposal for writing a training-oriented text,
please send information or contact directly:
M.L. Dantzker
Policing Editor
7500 N. 21st Street
McAllen, TX, 78504
mldantz@hiline.net
Fax (956)682-9364

Reviewed by Kevin Colwell
Sam Houston State University
In the second edition of Psychological
Intervention
and Cultural Diversity,
Aponte, Wohl, and numerous contributors address the changing cultural composition of the United States, and the
implications of these changes for those
working in mental health related fields.
This compilation comprises: an excellent
review of the challenges that face various
ethnic minority groups; a primer of assessment, intervention, and research issues; specific recommendations for service providers, educators, and supervisors; and a mass of suggested further
reading for those who desire immersion
in, and competence with, cultural issues.
New to the second edition are chapters
dealing with psychopathology
and
ethnicity, problems facing refugees, and
the supervision of ethnic minorities or
those who work with minorities. This
book is a valuable resource for teachers,
researchers, and service providers who
must meet the needs of our demographically evolving society. The historic and
continued over representation of many
minority groups within the criminal justice system makes Psychological Intervention and Cultural Diversity especially
relevant to those who assess and treat
within forensic settings.
The editors have organized this material
into four sections: General Issues, Intervention and Treatment Modalities, Selected Populations, and Research, Training, and Future Prospects. Generallssues delineates projected trends in demographics, over the next fifty years, for
Non-Hispanic White, African American,
Hispanic, Asian / Pacific Islander, and
American Indian populations. General
concerns for all minority individuals are
described, with emphasis on stressors
that impact members of non-dominant
societal groups. Conceptual constructs
of acculturation and enculturation are

BOOK REVIEWS
detailed as orthogonal psychological continua with correlated adjustment and
world view implications. These provide a
frame of reference for the understanding
of an individual's perceptions of his/her
cultural identity and subjective relationship to mainstream society and culture
of origin. Then, some general guidelines
are provided to operationalize and classify cultural identity. Common psychological and social implications of different cultural orientations are discussed.
This section closes with a chapter specific to psychological assessment and
diagnosis of ethnic members.
The
Eurocentric and androcentric nature of
past diagnostic nomenclatures is questioned. Cultural orientation is viewed as
a moderator variable in the assessment
processes.
Specific suggestions are
given regarding tools and techniques to
facilitate professionals' understanding of
a client's cultural orientation during the
preliminary phase of assessment. Issues
surrounding test construction, application, and interpretation are summarized
for several major psychometric instruments (e.g., MMPI-2, Rorschach, TAT, &
WAIS - III). A wealth of reading and areas for future inquiry are provided by the
authors.
Intervention and Treatment Modalities
offers an overview of therapist characteristics and principles of psychotherapy
proposed to facilitate treatment of minority groups. Many of these principles reinforce and extend basic therapeutic
skills, e.g., responsiveness,
honesty,
confrontation, empathy, and positive regard, that are essential components of
any therapeutic intervention. Strategies
are provided to uncover and address different world views and treatment expectations between therapist and client. Incorporation of extended family into the
therapeutic process is also discussed.
Similarities as well as differences in ethnic groups and intervention techniques are
stressed throughout. Specific modes of
service delivery are considered in separate chapters (family, group, community,
and traditional orfolk approaches). Stereotyping is actively challenged to pre-

clude misapplication of the concepts contained in this book. The array of treatment modalities, and the complexity of
potential interactions among therapist,
client, and modality, forces only a brief
consideration of relevant topics, carefully
crafted to sensitize and guide future inquiry. This information provides a necessary base of understanding for those
working with ethnic clients, and promises
to improve mental health practice in criminal justice contexts.
Selected Populations focuses on groups
increasingly germane to the criminal justice practitioner: minority youth, minority women, immigrants and refugees, and
minority substance abusers. Professionals are urged to develop greater understanding of minority youth (the segment
of the population most over represented
in the criminal justice system). Specific
differences in communication styles, family structure, and role expectations are
delineated and briefly reviewed. Additional reading and culturally-sensitizing
experiences are encouraged. The complexities of transference and countertransference are pinpointed as topics
central to successful intervention with
minority youth, and this is especially relevant for those who work with incarcerated populations. Ethnic identity development, and the concomitants of racial
discrimination and oppression are also
discussed as they relate to intervention.
For minority women, interactions and
implications of ethnic and sexual discrimination are considered.
Guidelines for
treating this population are provided as a
loose framework for practitioners who
must facilitate coping among those beset with societal inequities. Important
differences between immigrants and native-born individuals are emphasized, e.g.,
education, language, pre-immigration
adjustment, survivor's guilt, etc. Cultural
factors affecting mental health and intervention are reiterated, and a classification system is described to inform and
guide practitioners who work with immigrants. For minority substance abusers,
epidemiology, history, correlates, treatment utilization rates, and strategies for

intervention are provided according to ethnic group memberships.
Emphasis is
given to multidisciplinary approaches that
incorporate family members, peers, spirituality, and community resources.
The final section, Research, Training, and
Future Prospects, begins with a review
of ethnic minority intervention and treatment research. This review encapsulates
methodological concerns, process and
outcome literature, applications of research to treatment, and areas of future
concern. Education and training of professionals are considered in light of
changing demographics. It is concluded
that present curricula are inadequate to
meet future exigencies, and specific
remediation strategies are outlined. A
paradigmatic shift in training models may
be necessary to prepare future practitioners, researchers, and teachers for the
demands of the coming century. At a
minimum, the necessity of questioning
outmoded normative assumptions is indicated. The final chapter in this volume,
addresses supervision issues related to
cultural diversity. As academic programs
become more diverse in nature, as they
must to meet the needs of society, diversity and its impacts on the relationship
between clinician and supervisor will become increasingly important. Conceptual models are provided to facilitate understanding of potential dynamics relevant
to the supervision process. From these,
several general approaches to racial and
ethnic issues are given. Specific techniques and models are described, along
with guidelines for cross-cultural supervision. These should provide a precious
resource to supervisors.
The various conceptual frameworks given
throughout this volume form a solid base
for future inquiry in the evolution toward
culturally-competent mental health service provision, training, and research.
This work effectively targets a wide audience of professionals and educators: It
is palatable to the student undertaking
initial inquiry into multi-cultural issues,
gives information and suggested readings
to guide development of more advanced
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students, furnishes specific guidelines,
tools, and recommendations for practitioners and their supervisors, and communicates multiple areas of concern/investigation to researchers.
In the second edition of Psychological Intervention
and Cultural Diversity, Aponte and Wohl
have provided a useful tool for understanding the increasingly relevant issues of
cultural diversity, aptly suited for the array of mental health professionals whose
work interfaces with the criminal justice
system.

Randall G. Shelden, Sharon K. Tracy and
William B. Brown (2001). A Review of
Youth Gangs in American Society (2nd
ed). Wadsworth Thomson Learning.
Reviewed by Joanna Bruni Cannon
Florida State University
Gang activity in the United States is certainly a "hot" topic. We continue to hear
stories of gang-related crime. Many
people greatly fear gangs, and almost everybody seems to find the issue interesting. When students in my undergraduate Juvenile Justice course are informed
that the next topic will be gangs, there is
generally instant interest and, quite often, anticipation that graphic and sensationalized stories are to come. Many
students state that they feel they have
clear ideas about what a gang is, what
gang activities are, and many have opinions about what should be done about
gangs.
However, social scientists tell us there is
a lot of misconception about many of
these notions of gangs, which is often
the result of the media's portrayal of
gangs. For example, many people express fear about the spreading of gang
activity as a result of "migration" or "franchising". It has been shown, though, that
gang members are less likely to move
as a group for the purpose of initiating
new gang activity in a new community,
than they are to move individually because

their family is relocating.
Additionally, we find many conflicting findings and perspectives about key issues
surrounding gangs. For example, we have
heard that gangs are increasingly responsible for drug trade in this country. We
have learned, though, that gang activity
involves mostly what we might consider
normal youth activity, and there is actually considerable debate about the extent to which gangs are involved in the
drug trade.
Finally, what comprises a gang is questionable. Most youth associate in groups
with other youth, and many report committing minor offenses. But, does this
constitute a gang and gang activity?
Therefore, precisely how a gang, and
gang-related offenses for that matter,
should be defined is a question that both
social scientists and criminal justice personnel struggle with.
Youth Gangs in American Society, 2nd
edition, by Randall G. Shelden, Sharon
K. Tracy, and William B. Brown, provides
a thorough and detailed review of the literature on gangs, while offering information which dismisses some of the common fallacies about gangs. The authors
strive to remain unbiased in the presentation of findings and the discussion of
alternative views. They take the general
approach that gangs are best understood
by looking at the current social conditions
in which they exist. More specifically,
the authors state that the gang "problem"
should be viewed from a social justice
perspective. This perspective provides a
framework for this book, which contains
a wealth of enlightening and thought-provoking material in ten chapters and 302
pages.
Chapter 1 is an historical account of
gangs. Discussion of how gangs have
evolved in characteristics such as membership, purpose, and activities is included. Particular attention is paid to the
decline of inner cities and the association of this decline with the development
of youth gangs, as well as the lack of

policy that addresses dealing with this
decline as a contributor to gang proliferation. The ambiguity of how to define a
gang and how to determine if crime is
gang-related is also discussed.
Chapter 2 illustrates the lack of consensus among both academics and practitioners about what constitutes a gang and
a gang member. An analysis of different
typologies of gangs and gang members
is provided. The authors include a provocative section on gang members both
as victims and as victimizers, calling attention again to the concept that we must
view gangs within a social context, i.e.
with an understanding that we are all
shaped and influenced by our environments.
Chapter 3 describes the gang subculture.
Significantly, it is pointed out that gangs
have their own unique culture and value
system (not unlike any other group in
society), but are also a part of the greater
culture in which they live. The chapter
discusses that gang members are often
socialized into the gang as a result of
extensive exposure since birth. This
chapter also describes how members are
recruited into gangs, why youth join
gangs, gang members and their families,
and implications for the gang as a replacement for the traditional family and
accompanying characteristics such as
structure, discipline, and cohesiveness.
Chapter 4 elaborates on the criminal activity of gangs, and in doing this, points
out some of the misperceptions about
gangs. In the opening paragraph, the
authors are careful to mention that gang
members spend most of their time doing
what most youth do - "sleeping, eating,
going to school, 'hanging out' ... ". However, it has been found that gang members do commit crime in disproportionate numbers, but the media portrayal of
the amount and extent of gang crime and
violence is exaggerated. The authors discuss that most victims of gang crimes
are gang members themselves. For example, we are all familiar with the term
drive-by shooting, and it is certainly some-

thing we are appalled by, but we should
also not forget that the victims of most
gang violence,
such as drive by
shootings, are other gang members. This
chapter concludes with a discussion of
the mixed findings on the extent to which
gangs are involved in the drug trade and
the degree to which gangs operate as an
organized business in the drug trade.
Chapter 5 presents information on girls
and gangs. Female criminality and delinquency is currently an intriguing area
of inquiry. The authors point out that
many feel this is an area that has not
only been neglected in the past, but also
handled inadequately, leading to misconceptions about the phenomenon.
It is
recognized that this may be true when
studying gangs. The chapter emphasizes
research into the nature and evolution of
girls' involvement in gangs. Generally
research shows that girl gang members
do not commit as much crime as boy
counterparts. Additionally, the type of
crime girls commit is often not as serious. Most girls who are involved in gangs
are part of an auxiliary group to a male
gang. Interestingly, the authors conclude
that girls tend to join gangs for the same
reasons as boys - largely as a result of
the conditions in which they live and to
obtain a sense of belonging.
Chapter 6 contains a review and brief discussion of some of the major criminological theories and their explanation of gang
crime and delinquency. Eight theories
are discussed, and the authors conclude
the chapter with a summary which outlines six primary themes that emerge with
regard to explaining gang activity: the influence of the socioeconomic environment, the idea that basic human needs
are not met in certain types of environments, involvement in a gang is a social
process where values and expected roles
are learned and are reinforced, gang involvement and activity is perpetuated by
society's reaction to it, gang activity is
actually a rational response to the environment one lives in, and finally, most
criminal and delinquent gang activity is
reflective of key capitalist values.

Chapter 7 is a detailed discussion of the
effects of capitalism on conditions associated with gangs. The state of the American job market, the segregation of minorities, and the recognition
of an
"underclass" are discussed. Specifically,
the impact of poverty, segregation, particular family structures, and feelings of
frustration and despair are linked to gang
involvement.
In Chapters 8 and 9, the reader is provided with numerous approaches for responding to gangs and gang activity. The
authors make no pretense that there is
an easy solution to such a complex problem, nor do the authors pretend to provide any definitive solutions within their
book. To the contrary, in the book's Preface, the authors state: "If you are looking for an easy answer to a serious social problem and a step-by-step guide on
how to control or even eliminate "gangs",
then you had better not read any further,
for you will be disappointed." Chapter 8
discusses approaches designed to mobilize a society to work together to find
solutions to gangs that address social
factors that contribute to gangs. However, the authors conclude that the potential for these approaches is limited,
especially when politics often calls for
reactive policies rather than prevention
and when most policies do not address
the core of the issue - the inequity of
conditions in these communities. Chapter 9 discusses programs and policies of
the criminal justice system in response
to gangs. Gang control practices of the
various bodies of the criminal justice system are analyzed including law enforcement, prosecutors, and judges. Lastly,
the authors discuss the impact of the "get
tough" era on gang-related legislation and
the impact of this legislation on gangs.
Finally, Chapter 10 is the powerful conclusion to this book. The previous nine
chapters provide a literature review of gang
research. They also provide critical analysis and thought-provoking ideas, which
may cause many readers to challenge
long-held perceptions. Chapter 10 concludes with two personal stories from one

of the authors, which add a very human
element to the research that has been
presented.
This book, in its entirety, provides a detailed, comprehensive look at gangs in
our society. The authors have tackled
this topic with clear enthusiasm and have
been quite exhaustive in their coverage.
It is also a pleasurable read. The authors make no pretense that this book is
the final word on understanding gangs
and determining appropriate policy to deal
with gangs. However, I agree with the
authors' statement that: "We are convinced we have added to the knowledge
base regarding this phenomenon."
Youth Gangs in American Society would
be an excellent resource for those interested in better understanding the causes
and dynamics of gangs. Both individuals in academia and those working in the
criminal justice system would find this
book to be a useful tool, not only for increasing understanding, but also for developing appropriate responses to gangs
in light of what we know about them.
For those looking for a resource to use in
teaching undergraduate and graduate
level courses such as Juvenile Delinquency, Juvenile Justice, Deviant Behavior, Human Behavior, Criminal and Delinquent Behavior, or other similar courses,
I would highly recommend this book. It
would increase awareness and knowledge
about gangs, as well as foster critical
thinking and analytical skills. I would further suggest this book to those who conduct interactive classes as I foresee the
material, and the breakdown of chapters,
conducive for facilitatinq thoughtful and
lively class or group discussions and presentations.
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National Institute of Justice
Data Resources Program
Annual Workshop on Criminal Justice Data at ICPSR,University of Michigan

"Prisoner Reentry and Community Justice"
June 18-22, 2001
The abolition and diminished use of discretionary parole, the unrealized potential of probation, mandatory minimum prison sentences, truth-in-sentencing laws, and the record high number of persons in prison have severely
compromised the effective reentry and reintegration of offenders into the community. Jeremy Travis, former director of the National Institute of Justice, has written that all these developments that make for "longer prison sentences cannot obviate the reentry phenomenon: they all come back." Reentry and reintegration are the focus of
new ideas and programs in adjudication and community corrections that have evolved at the grass-roots level.
These ideas and programs share a singular philosophy that the sole focus on retribution against or rehabilitation of
the offender is insufficient to protect public safety and to provide justice for victims and the community.
The 2001 NIJ Data Resources Program Summer Workshop at the Inter-university Consortium for Political and
Social Research (ICPSR) will focus on a number of community adjudication and community corrections programs
that are based on concepts such as reintegrative shaming, restorative justice, and community justice. These include
programs such as drug courts, community courts, reentry management, restitution, community service, offender
job training, placement and retention, victim-offender mediation, family and neighborhood conferencing, citizen
volunteer boards, community action teams, and many others. The place of offender notification laws and public
release of information in this perspective will be examined. Contemporary community justice perspectives on traditional quantitative issues such as program evaluation and performance measurement will be discussed, and
examples of assessments of these programs will be described. Available data resources will be identified.
Social scientists and researchers from colleges and universities, nonprofit organizations, and government agencies
are eligible to participate in this workshop. Enrollment will be limited to no more than 20 participants, selected on
the basis of their interests in the topical area, prior methodological training, and potential for research contributions
to the topical area. Interested applicants should request application materials from ICPSR or obtain them from the
ICPSR Web site at http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/sumprog
in early 2001. The National Institute of Justice will provide stipend support to offset transportation and per diem expenses for enrolled participants. The workshop is
offered as part of the ICPSR Summer Training Program in Quantitative Methods. Participants may apply for other
courses in the program at their own expense.

For information, contact:
Dr. Christopher S. Dunn
Director, National Archive of Criminal Justice Data
ICPSR
University of Michigan
426 Thompson, ISR2-LL10
Ann Arbor, MI 48106
Phone: 800-999-0960
Email: nacjd@icpsr.umich.edu

Quantitative
Analysis of Crime
and Criminal
Justice Seminar
July 23-August 17
Part of the ICPSR Summer
Program, this four-week
seminar will introduce participants to major surveys sponsored by the Bureau of justice
Statistics (BjS), which are part
of the holdings of ICPSR's
National Archive of Criminal
justice Data. The instructor
and various guest speakers
will focus on innovative
applications of survey methods and incident-based
data
in criminal justice. Each participant will also design and
conduct a quantitative
research project. Enrollment
will be limited to ten, and
preference will be given to
postdoctoral
scholars who
have prior methodological
training. Applicants must
show evidence of an intellectual interest and commitment to this substantive area
and should include vitas with
their applications.
Stipend
support for those admitted
will be provided by BjS.

The Inter-university

Consortium

A Gateway to Know/edge:
The ICPSR Summer Program in
Quantitative Methods of
Social Research
Firstsession: June 25-July 20, 2001
Second session: July 23-August 17, 2001

More about
seminars at the
ICPSR Summer
Program

for Political and Social

Research (ICPSR) is located in the Institute
at the University

of Michigan.

for Social Research

For more information,

contact:

ICPSRSummer Program, P.O. Box 1248
Ann Arbor, MI 48106 USA. phone 734-998-9888
fax 734-998-9889 • email sumprog@icpsr.umich.edu
website http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/sumprog/

The ICPSR Summer Program
is a comprehensive,
integrated program of studies in
research design, statistics,
data analysis, and social
methodology.
Typical fourweek courses include offerings on Dynamic and Longitudinal Analysis, Regression
Analysis, Dimensional Analysis,
Time Series, Analysis of Variance, "LlSREL"- Type Models,
Categorical Analysis, and
Rational Choice. In addition,
special workshops oriented
toward specific datasets are
offered in the curriculum.
These include Quantitative
Historical Analysis and The
Study of Aging. Also, oneweek workshops are conducted on advanced statistical topics such as Logit and
Log-Linear Models, Spatial
Analysis, Social Science Data
Services, Network Analysis,
and Hierarchical Linear Models.
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